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Stepping High is a 21-day personal prayer and fasting programme designed to
help participants seek the face of God for MARITAL BREAKTHROUGH. The
prayer points assigned for each day are heaven-provoking and testimonybringing. It is also an opportunity to discipline and rid yourself of any bad habits.
By the end of these 21 days, we expect your testimony. For this 21-day endeavor
to be successful, you must have faith and determination. Therefore, prepare your
heart and devote yourself to this spiritual retreat.
It is a good thing to talk about prosperity and to preach about it. But the subject of
prosperity must be balanced with the subject of holiness so that after we have
prospered, we would not go to hell fire. There is however indeed the power to
prosper! Find out!
Your Words Have Power DIVIf you want your life to change, it all starts with what
you think and say. In her authoritative, declarative style, Cindy Trimm helps you
achieve victory over your circumstances through spoken declarations that
activate God’s power.You will put meaning and purpose back into your life when
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you positively direct your thoughts, words, and actions toward the realization of
your goals. Begin each day by commanding your morning. As you do, know that
whatever begins with God and His principles, has to end right./div
Generally speaking, prayer means addressing or speaking to God in order to give
thanks, ask for help, express your feelings etc. However, there are levels of
prayer. These levels of prayer determine the result you get at the end of the day.
But it is certain that it is the effectual fervent prayer of the righteous that avails
much. Many people fail at the altar of prayer due to ignorance about the
mysteries of prayer. This book will teach you these mysteries and equip you to
get to that level, where you prevail always in prayer.
This 125 chapter, page turner accurately diagnoses and proffers fail-proof
prayers for breakthroughs in diverse, challenging life-situations; ranging from
Prayers for Spiritual growth, Profitable sales, Divine favour, Marital
breakthroughs, Salvation of loved ones, Victory in Court, Success in Exams,
Career Breakthroughs, Victory over Nightmares, Success in Ministry, Breaking
Curses, Divine Healing leading to Divine health guarantees, Deliverance from
satanic attacks and many more. Prayer Rain provides a way out for all those
wallowing helplessly under satanic harassment. Knowing what to do and, and
doing it right could make a difference between who sinks or swims in the river of
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life. Prayer Rain is a spiritual life-jacket. Endeavour to own your own copy!
Christian Prayer Manual. Spiritual Warfare Manual. Prayer for Deliverance.
Gethsemanic Prayer Model. Kingdom Prayer Style. Apostolic Decrees. Prayer
Points.
The popular television broadcaster shares excerpts from conversations with
celebrities about prayer, faith, hope, and the human spirit
Great Deliverance There are different classes of deliverance, just like there are
different classes of healing. The Bible talks about great deliverance, complete
deliverance, partial deliverance and instalmental deliverance.The greatest
deliverance, however, is deliverance from the bondage of sin. Sin is the "food" of
all evil spirits. Where there is no sin, no demon can operate.
Life-changing encounter with the God that answers by fire through a daily
devotional. Its enriching and edifying. Start your day right with God.
Patterned after the annual feasts of the Tabernacle, the annual 70 days of fasting and prayer
program is an annual spiritual sacrifice that cannot but yield power and breakthroughs given
the covenant that backs it up. "We give all the glory to the Lord for what He has been doing
with our annual Seventy days prayer and fasting programme. The Lord has used the
programme to: Ignite the fire of revival in thousands of lives, put stubborn pursuers to flight,
produce prayer eagles, open chapters of prosperity for many, confuse satanic dribblers and put
the enemies' gear in reverse. Prayer is of great value in turbulent and non-turbulent situations.
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Prayer is a necessity not an option." "Howbeit this kind goeth not out but by PRAYER AND
FASTING" (Matt 17:21).
Pray Your Way to Breakthroughs enhances the prayer life with sharper focus. It is designed to
expose and cut at the root of spiritual problems in order to bring victory. Matthew 3:10 says,
"And now also the axe is laid to the root of the trees: therefore every tree which brings not forth
good fruit is hewn down, and cast into the fire." Stubborn and recurring problems may be the
result of not attacking them at their roots – this book provides help to identify and attack those
roots.
Your head is the symbol of your glory. It can be caged. It can be perverted. It can be polluted.
This book covers how your head can be delivered
The book shows how to receive the Fresh Fire of God in your life and maintain the Fire
burning. The devil cannot touch you if you are fire.
Prayer Passport is a compendium of rare and powerful prayer points. It is a unique spiritual
warfare manual leading readers into triumph over the kingdom of darkness. It is indeed a
passport to victorious living and breakthroughs in the spiritual realm.
101 Weapons of Spiritual Warfare Never in the history of the world has there been an era of
war, both physical and spiritual, like this era. This is a tougher era of warfare.More people are
under bondage now, more than in any other period of human history. There are cases of deep
bondage, uncommon attacks against the family and horrendous occurrences in the lives of
individuals. The devil has wreaked a lot of havoc upon humanity. The bible has described in
vivid terms that God is aware of the high spate of demonic hostilities. Hence the Holy Spirit has
released the prophetic revelations in this book in order to place us in good stead for a unique
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role in this end times. This manual is the first of its kind. This is the apex of deliverance. We
are the threshold of a revival of spiritual warfare. The sweeping and the far reaching effect
shall be best described as awesome!
Divine favour is a thing that everyone needs; it can turn around any unfavourable or terrible
situation. There is no amount of limitation that divine favour cannot remove. If you read through
the Bible, you will find out that through divine favour, many people won battles, many became
heroes, slaves became kings, captives became captors, and confirmed failure became
successful, all these happened under the oil of favour. I pray that the oil of favour shall fall
upon you today as you read this book, in the Name of Jesus.
Unknown to most of us what happens in the marine kingdom goes a long way in affecting
human existence on earth. The marine kingdom has been used by satan to challenge the
purposes of God on earth. Marine spirits are found in oceans, rivers, streams, pools of water
and in the human body, etc. These are tough demons that always resist deliverance. They are
highly deceptive and possess spiritual capacity to ruin human lives and nations.

Dancers At The Gate Of Death is a ground breaking book. It is fresh and hot from the
throne of God. It is a timely message for this generation. The uniqueness of this book is
that it contains the mind of God Almighty on practical issues of life. It is released by the
Holy Ghost to salvage our generation from a deadly epidemic that is ravaging every
cadre of people in the society. From the prophetic pen of Christendom's celebrated
author, Dr D.K. Olukoya, comes a book that is down to earth, practical, dynamic and
thought provoking. The author has made bold statements where many preachers and
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authors are silent. The approach is uncommon, the style is challenging and the
handling of the topic is so compelling that the book will surely spark up a revolution that
will affect this generation for good. Well illustrated, powerfully presented and released
at a time when God's people are eager to hear what the Holy Spirit is saying today.
Dancers at the Gate of Death will surely impact millions of lives globally.
The way of God are mysterious and unsearchable. He does whatever He pleases and
only reveals His secrets to man at will. When you examine how God relates with
humanity, you will be amazed about the mysterious nature of His relationship with man.
There are two broad categories of people; those who are passionate about being in
God's Inner Caucus and those who are satisfied from being outside the Inner Caucus.
The Inner Caucus members follow God all the way. They are not careful about going
too far with God. This category of people do not mind being described or labeled as
fanatics for Christ. "Surely the Lord God will do nothing, but He revealeth His secret
unto His Servants the prophets" Amos 3:7.
Why should a man cry? What is a holy cry?This book centers on the kind of cry that
attracts heaven's attention. The devil dreads the cry of saints who know their God. The
devil hates the holy cry. Learn the art of holy cry!
The night time is meant for people to rest after the day's activities. Unfortunately, the
devil and his agents capitalize on the vulnerability of men while they are asleep to
attack them. Many let down their guards when they sleep and are so defenceless that
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the enemy goes in and out of their lives freely wreaking so much havoc.? In this book,
the servant of God, Dr D. K. Olukoya, exposes the strategies and weapons the enemy
uses to attack people when they sleep and gives us the strategies to overcome and
disgrace these rampaging powers.
You need to read this book if you desire to enjoy the full benefits of the Christian life.
Among other things you would find : What is deliverance? 32 Ways of effecting
deliverance. How to know if you are in need of deliverance. Some life-changing
practical warfare sessions on obtaining deliverance. This book is a product of divine
instructions and practical experience in the school of deliverance. Now you have a
choice to be free because freedom is a reality in Jesus.
The devil has used the dragnet of witchcraft to hold on to the world. The revival of
satanism on the face of the earth is a sign of desperation. Right now the children of
darkness have opened their doors to train men in wickedness. There is an enemy that
hates mankind and his progress with perfect hatred. This enemy is known as witchcraft.
To confront this spirit,we must be ruthless towards it. Operation Jehu is catch and
destroy, throw and destroy, cage and destroy.
Throughout the scriptures, we have discovered some outstanding characters who
remain symbols of excellence till date. The characters attained great feats and broke
new ground after experiencing a life changing encounter with God. The author, with the
pen of a ready-writer skilfully draws powerful principles from their experiences. These
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principles are laid bare for the modern day Christian to apply in their personal walk with
God. This book will help you experience the divine presence which will move your life
forward. You would receive spiritual vision. The way of divine encounter will take you to
a realm where demons will see you and tremble and evil powers will be frightened stiff
when they discover the transforming power of an encounter with God. The book will flag
off a new passion for God in your life.
Many children are passing through difficulties in life that can be avoided through the
prayers of the parents. On a 30-day schedule, as a parent, you will become a first-line
intercessor for your children. These practical prayers with practical results will definitely
encourage you. Get your copy and hear from the One who has promised that your
children shall be for signs and wonders.

Taking the Battle to the Enemy’s gate In this book the author draws a clear line
of demarcation between offensive and defensive warfare.The difference between
the conqueror and the conquered is clearly stipulated. The author maintains that
for a very long time, the children of God have not been pro-active. There are
challenges in every chapter. You will also discover that victory belongs to those
who are on the offensive.The challenge of the hour is that you must take the
battle to the gate of the enemy The offensive prayer points in this book will
bulldoze the gates of darkness.This book will teach you how to stop the enemy
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before he stops you.
Technology of Darkness! What a strange expression. The Bible says: Lest Satan
should get an advantage of us: for we are not ignorant of his devices (2 Cor
2:11). In every locality, the enemy operates a technology of death, spiritual
robbery and destruction. Every locality has its own spiritual powers controlling it.
The enemy dribbles man according to his culture, traditions and environment.
Ignorance of local wicked devices has destroyed so many destinies. This book is
a warfare manual to help you destroy every local satanic technology. You have a
very powerful weapon in your hands!
Prayer Passport is a compendium of rare and powerful prayer points. It has been
divinely designed to turn tragedy to triumph, sickness to health, failure to
success, powerlessness to uncommon strengths as well as problems to
testimonies. Prayer Passport addresses the root of complex problems and
provides total solutions to recurrent attacks from the kingdom of darkness. This is
a unique spiritual warfare manual. This book will lead you into a glorious destiny.
With Prayer Passport in your hands, the Kingdom of darkness is in trouble. This
is indeed your passport to breakthrough, prosperity, peace, power, uncommon
testimonies and an entrance into the realm where you will possess your
possessions.
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Stop Them Before They Stop You is a ground breaking book. It is an invaluable
manual for those who want to emerge as winners in the battle of life. Each
chapter is filled with revelation truths concerning offensive warfare. You will
discover the steps to unchallengeable victory. You will be challenged to rise up
and stop the enemies before they stop you. This book will make you an
overcomer. You will discover hidden secrets which will, in turn, make you a
spiritual giant who will remain untouchable. The approach is pragmatic, the
application of the scriptures to true life situations is challenging and the prayer
points are prophetic. This book will make you a firebrand warrior. Additionally, it
will impart unto you the wisdom behind stopping pursuers before they stop you.
There are secrets to everything. There are secrets the enemy does not want you
to have. Uncovered serpent is a powerless serpent. The author unmasks the
enemy.
O Thou that hearest prayer, unto thee shall all flesh come. Psalm 65:2 (KJV)
Howbeit this kind goeth not out but by PRAYER AND FASTING. Matthew 17:21
(KJV). Some mountains will not fall unless they are bombarded with the artillery
of prayer and fasting. The weapon of prayer and fasting have been known to do
wonders when other methods have failed. In addition, some breakthroughs are
impossible unless there is regular, consistent, concerted, constant bombardment
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of prayers. The prayer points for this year's programme have been specially
vomitted by the Holy Ghost to bring salvation, deliverance and healing of the
spirit, soul and body to God's people. Pray them with determination, pray them
with aggression, pray them with violence in your spirit, pray them with violent
faith, pray them with great expectation and your life will never remain the same.
The God who answereth by fire will surely answer you, in Jesus' name. Your
friend in the school of prayer, Dr. D.K. OLUKOYA HOW IT WORKS The fasting &
prayer programme begins 09 August 2021 and runs through 17 October, 2021,
each day of the week from Monday to Sunday. On Mondays and Fridays, you
break your fast at 5 PM local time; every other day you break at 2 PM local time.
Children participating in the programme should break their fast at 12 PM local
time daily
Can be simply described as one of the most powerful books ever written on the
subject of the Christian ministry. This book is written by a minister who is well
versed in the perils of the Christian ministry, the pit-falls to avoid as well as the
vital areas where the gospel minister needs to be ministered to.This is indeed a
ground breaking book from the pen of an author who has been given uncommon
insights into the deep pathos as well as the heavy burdens which the Almighty
has for all cadres of Christian leadership including General Overseers, General
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Superintendents, Senior Pastors, Pastors, Evangelists, Christian workers and
deliverance ministers. It is a manual for ministerial deliverance. This book will
change your life and your ministry.
Anti-breakthrough powers are powers contending for a person's victory. They are
powers that are designated to stagnate a person. They limit and stagnate
progress. This is your opportunity to deal with them.
This book is a product of divine revelation. It has been offered to the body of Christ to help the
reader to come up with an understanding of the activities of the power of darkness that have
been ignored due to ignorance. The devices of darkness are exposed. The weapons of dark
powers are brought to the open in order to help battle-ready warriors learn what it takes to
destroy such weapons. The book contains acidic prayer points which will enable the readers to
deal decisively with the powers that attack when men sleep. This book affords you the
opportunity to uproot the plantations of darkness and fulfil your destiny.
The battle against marital delay is one that requires that you fight with all your might. You must
launch into this battle with faith. Today many christians are getting married very late. The
problem of late marriage and arrested marriage is real! Many are under the satanic yoke of
marital delay! As you read this book and take the prayer points included, may the God of Elijah
visit you with amazing testimonies!
Spiritual Warfare And The Home Marriage is God's creation and not the product of any human
legislation. Marriage is supposed to be blissful and can be blissful. This book is not a set of
rhetoric but a warfare manual designed to ensure your home is what God expects it to be. This
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manual is for use to help believers fight and win battles against their homes. It teaches you
scriptural guidelines to enable you avoid marital failure and how to safeguard your home
through aggressive prayers. This book would help Christian bachelors and spinsters avoid
pitfalls and obtain the right partner. Can there ever be honey for your marriage? Follow
carefully the instruction for using this manual and you will be amazed to see dry bones come
alive in Jesus name.
Words have creative power Words have tearing down power Words have undying power
Words have healing power Words can work wonders Words can work blunders This is a book
of powerful confessions to bring unchangeable victory and breakthroughs. Guaranteed. This
book must change your life. Address all negative situations working against you and command
them to bow.
Pray Your Way into 2021. Every gate has requirements for entry. So is the gate of the new
year. There is a mode of approach that is biblical and kingdom. Here it is! Turn the battle to the
gate!
Prayer Passport to Crush OppressionMountain of Fire and Miracles Ministries
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